THE THREE ECOLOGIES* INSTITUTE
An Open Laboratory for Thinking in the Making

What it is

Who it addresses

a collaborative learning environment
		
dedicated to participatory experimentation
			where concept-making meets
			embodied creative practice

• all those, of any age and any level of formal education,
neurodiverse or neurotypical, inside or outside established
institutions of learning, who wish to join with others to pursue
learning as a life-long process of social engagement

Where it begins
with the premise that concepts must be experienced:
		
they are lived

Where it moves

• creative practitioners and cultural workers wishing to
renew their thinking and rethink their practice in active
dialogue with others

between philosophy – understood as the creation of
concepts in language and art – understood as 			
		
the choreography of concepts in movement
		
and the sculpting of thought in materials

• community workers and activists wishing to explore the
connections between their particular domain of practice
and the larger ecological field of powers and potentials

What moves it

* ∆ MENTAL ∆ SOCIAL ∆ ENVIRONMENTAL - LAYERED
AND INTERLINKED

bringing art and philosophy actively together
		
at critical points where the three ecologies 		
		intersect
			
heralding emergent modes of life,
prefiguring new forms of value
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• students and teachers in higher education looking for
a transdisciplinary milieu to supplement their disciplinary
studies, and interested in exploratory techniques to expand
the horizon of their existing methods

KEYWORDS
> relation > collaboration > research-creation >
neurodiversity > sustainability > conviviality
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The Three Ecologies Institute is an outgrowth of the SenseLab,
“a laboratory for thought in motion” based at Concordia
University, Montreal, Canada (senselab.ca). Founded in
2004 by Erin Manning and co-directed by Brian Massumi,
the SenseLab has explored the intersection between
thought and creative practice through an ongoing
program of event-based collaborative activities. The focus
of the SenseLab is on the development of techniques for
triggering and sustaining a self-organizing group exploration,
expressing itself in live interaction. The approach is akin to
structured improvisation in dance, but applied to “researchcreation.” Research-creation, or what is elsewhere called
“art-based research” or “practice-led research,” has been
a priority area in university curriculum development and
government research funding in Canada since the early
2000s. The SenseLab is an internationally recognized leader
in the area. In 2012, the SenseLab was awarded a $3
million, 7-year International Partnership Grant by the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
for the furtherance of research-creation. This grant has
enabled the SenseLab to consolidate its local base as well
as further develop its international network, which comprises
a growing number of active groupings in the United
States, Europe, Australia, and Brazil. There are currently
over 400 participants in the network, the activities of which
are coordinated among the local groups using online
collaboration tools. Participants include university professors
and students (mainly postgraduate), independent creative
practitioners (dancers, choreographers, visual artists,
curators, media artists), and social activists. Since 2007, the
SenseLab has published an online journal entitled Inflexions:
A Journal for Research-Creation (inflexions.org). Inflexions
is a sponsored journal of the Open Humanities Press, a
pioneering project in open-access academic publishing
(openhumanitiespress.org). The SenseLab also collectively
edits a book series at Open Humanities Press entitled
Immediations (www.openhumanitiespress.org/books/series/
immediations/).
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vision, however, is broader than the immediate demands
of the job market (while in no way underplaying their
importance). The Institute aims to provide a dedicated
place for creative exploration and free inquiry as values
in themselves. In particular, it seeks to foster values of
experimental thinking and creative making outside the
familiar opposition between the humanities/social sciences
and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math).
Key to its approach is to call fundamentally into question
the split between theory and practice that all too often
continues to underpin pedagogical methods and structure
educational institutions. The Institute aims to provide a
“transversal” space of encounter. It seeks to develop a
transdisciplinary milieu where vectors of learning from
different domains operating in different modes cross
paths and cross-fertilize. This is in recognition of certain
incontrovertible facts of today’s world that have not been
adequately factored into the structure of our educational
institutions:

The SenseLab The SenseLab is a member laboratory of
Concordia University’s Milieux Institute for Arts, Culture,
and Society (milieux.concordia.ca) and a partner in its
experimental community extension, the Urban Futures
Campus.
The Three Ecologies Institute originates as an extension of
the SenseLab, bringing learning resources developed in
the university out into the wider community. The Institute
will operate as an autonomous entity while retaining
collaborative ties to the SenseLab, providing a continuing
connection to the university community. Applications for
official status as a provincially and federally recognized
nonprofit organization are in preparation.

LARGER CONTEXT
As university education has been focused more
concertedly on preparation for the job market, its earlier
mission as a realm for creative exploration of personal
and collective potential and free inquiry into fundamental
questions of life and values has eroded. This trend has
reached the point that in some countries, the humanities
and social sciences, the disciplines most identified with
the university’s earlier mission, have come under the
knife. For example, in 2015 the Japanese government
announced the abolition of humanities and social sciences
departments in 26 of its 60 national universities. An outcry
was heard – from the corporate sector to whose interest
this action was meant to serve. Business leaders protested
that the creativity and flexibility of thinking these programs
help develop are among the very attributes they look for in
hiring, especially in today’s rapidly changing world.
This development is symptomatic of the situation to which
the Three Ecologies Institute is responding. The Institute’s
v
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1) Most people will not find life-time employment, but will
move through a series of career transitions requiring them
to repeatedly reinvent themselves. What people carry
with them across these transitions will, in the long run, be
more important for their sense of themselves and their life
satisfaction than how they were defined at a particular
career stage and what punctual return they derived from
it. What they carry across the transitions is precisely the
potential for reinvention. It is this kind of potential that the
Institute aims to foster. This is the potential that resides in
learning how to learn anew: knowing how to sense what is
uniquely at stake at each conjuncture. This means sounding
out, exploratorily and improvisationally, the collective
potentials that can be tapped into at a given conjuncture.
Techniques may be innovated techniques to coax the
potentials into determinate expression. This can be done
synergistically with others’ aspirations: not only for the
individual, but for the interlinked ecologies that enwrap and
sustain the individual.sustain the individual.
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2) Students completing formal education programs are
increasingly burdened with debt. The anticipation of debt
may constrain what they feel at liberty to study while they
are at school, and afterwards may constrain their choice of
life paths – if it doesn’t create an obstacle to pursuing further
education in the first place. Potential mature-age students
may be discouraged from returning to school, foregoing
opportunities for intellectual, artistic, and professional
enrichment. In addition, many metropolitan areas are basins
of attraction for creative, cultural, and intellectual workers
who hunger for new knowledge and techniques, but do
not necessarily need or want to pursue them in a formal
degree program (this is certainly the case for Montreal,
where the Institute will be located). Students who do enroll
in formal degree programs often express the desire for
a more open and expansive environment of learning to
supplement their specialized learning and help situate it in a
broader frame. The Three Ecologies Institute will be for all of
these constituencies. It will respond to the debt problem by
offering all of its activites at no charge. To make this feasible,
the question of alter-economies (new forms of “commons,”
cooperative networking, and skill-sharing) will one of the
main areas of the Institute’s practical and theoretical
explorations. Dedicated to exploratory thought and creative
practice as values in themselves, it will not confer degrees. It
will be an open laboratory for the prototyping of new modes
of knowledge production, rather than a delivery system for
existing knowledge content. The Institute will be a waystation
for learning in the wild.
3) Questions of diversity remain more than ever at the heart
of today’s social and cultural concerns. The Three Ecologies
Institute proposes a novel approach that integrally builds
a concern for diversity into its outlook and operations. It
will build on the conviction that every category of social
difference embodies a positive perspective on the world.
Each such category carries its own ways of moving through
the world, of navigating the world’s inexhaustible richness
through unique ways of thinking, perceiving, and problem7

solving. Diversity, seen in this way, is a burgeoning of selfconfirming lifeways. A recent addition to the discourse
of diversity is the concept of “neurodiversity.” Originally
proposed by the autistic self-affirmation movement, the term
has begun to be used more generally to speak of the unique
manners of movement, thought, perception, and problemsolving associated with other ways of being that tend to be
defined in neurological terms (such as ADHD, depression,
and bipolar disorder). The Three Ecologies Institute extends
the concept of neurodiversity across the entire spectrum.
Every position of diversity – of neurology, race, ethnicity,
nationality, religion, gender, sexual orientation, and disability
– is a neurodiversity in the sense that it constitutes a lifeway
with its own unique experiential world of movement,
thought, and perception. As such, it offers much that can
be positively learned from. The Institute will engage with the
diversity of lifeways, bringing them into mutual engagement.
This means not only accommodating their participation,
but inviting them to express their strengths pedagogically.
Autistics (to take an example of a group with which the
SenseLab has a history of collaboration) will be welcomed a
teachers as well as students, enabling those of other lifeways
to profit from their unique experience of language and
perceptual complexity. The Institute will not be a service. It
will be a site of cross-collaboration: an experimental milieu
for the exploration of techniques of neurodiverse learningtogether.
4) The larger ecological context must not be forgotten:
we are on the brink of an ecological crisis of planetary
proportions. The first two ecologies on our list are the
mental (the conceptual and the subjective or psychic) and
the social (modes of relation and collective formations).
The third ecology corresponds to the more usual use
of the term to designate the natural environment. The
three ecologies are interwoven, to the extent that any
consideration of one necessarily threads into the others.
The Three Ecologies Institute will follow the threads. It will
foster a continuing awareness of the connections among
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the three spheres of relation designated by its name. With
regard to environmental ecology, this will take the form of
an ongoing commitment to address issues of sustainability.
As with the concept of neurodiversity, sustainability will
be taken in an extended sense, applying to each of the
three ecologies in their interconnection. The question of
sustainability in mental ecology takes such forms as the
problem of depression, isolation, and burn-out. For the social
ecology, it takes such forms as the problem of how to affirm
the co-habitation of diversities without either papering over
their uniqueness and complexity in the name of a normative
standard, or allowing their sense of themselves to harden
so as to become mutually exclusive of others. Sustainability
will not be approached as if it were a separate topic. It will
be an aspect of all of the Institute’s activities, integral to the
ecology of relations that unfolds through them.

CURRICULAR STRUCTURE
As an alternative to the traditional course structure, the
Institute’s offerings will be organized around three kinds of
platforms for exploratory learning encounter.
1.

knot: a paradox or temporary impasse in one’s work,
life, thinking, or creative practice that might become
newly productive if staged in a way that opens it to
a collaborative exploration, in language or between
language and other modes of expression

2.

juncture: a known conjunction reopened for further
exploration through new techniques reconfiguring
its potential; the juncture might be a theoretical
perspective, a set of established techniques
informing a particular practice, an already-operating
collaboration or project, or an existing disciplinary,
interdisciplinary or intermedia platform, restaged with
a new inflection.

LEARNING APPROACH
Learning of the kind the Institute will foster takes place
at the limit of what one knows. It involves risk – the risk of
extending oneself beyond one’s own comfort zones, where
what was previously unthinkable, imperceivable, and
undoable suddenly becomes a possibility to explore, with
consequences that are as yet uncertain. This exploration is
best accomplished in interaction with others, profiting from
the example of their lifeways. However, moving beyond
one’s comfort zone carries the risk of disorientation and
even demoralization. Finely honed techniques of relation are
necessary to facilitate this taking of knowledge to the limit
while ensuring that it takes place in a safe, supportive, and
sustainable environment. These are collective techniques, of
care and conviviality, of concern for the collectivity of the
event of learning. The Three Ecologies Insitute will continue
the work of the SenseLab in the invention and dissemination
of collective techniques of sustaining exploratory relation.
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3.

vector: a move out from known junctures into a 		
wander-line that is oriented by a proposition, 		
and in that sense directionally constrained, but
is at the same time open-ended in way that invites
new takings-form on the fly.

Platforms are activated by propositions leading into a
collective process. They are springboards for thinking and
acting together (rather than boxes for content-delivery).
The traditional role of teacher or professor will be inflected
toward that of the facilitator. The facilitator sets in place
initial conditions to jump-start the process and accompanies
its unfolding as guide, coordinator, or orchestrator.
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Rather than deliver a syllabus, the facilitator will launch
a platform designed to activate a specific proposition,
including in the platform-design techniques for eliciting the
interest of prospective participants and facilitating their
entry into the process.
The duration, group size and structure, techniques, and
approach of each learning proposition will vary according
to the kind of platform (knot, nexus, vector), the specific
nature of the proposition, and the inspiration of the
facilitator.
Co-facilitation by more than one person will be favored,
although solo facilitations will not be excluded. Each
platform will be encouraged to seek oppurtunities for
intersecting with other activities under way at the Institute, in
order to open the unfolding proposition to a wider circle.

PROJECTS
In addition to the learning platforms, there will continuing
projects of the Institute as a whole. These will include
community integration activities centering on local outreach
and urban sustainability projects, and think tanks on
specialized topics requiring advanced research.
In the initial stages of the Institute, the community integration
activities will focus on food and the conviviality among
strangers that can be built around it. The Institute will offer
free community meals, inviting residents from the immediate
neighborhood to meet each other and Institute participants
around the food preparation and meal sharing. It will be
the long-term goal to make these meals a weekly feature
of the Institute’s activity. Projects based around mobile
kitchens will bring food-based “platforms for relation” to
the wider community, building on a model prototyped
in a project called “Three-Mile Meal” (2013) which the
SenseLab co-organized with one of its longtime community
11

Images from top: 1. Knots of Thought: Food Proposition, Tangente, Montreal (2014)
2. Senselab goes to Avoca, COFA Gallery, Australia (2015) 3-4. Duck Soup, Food
Proposition at FOFA Gallery (2015) 5. 3 Mile Meal with DS4i, Montreal (2013) 6. Knots
of Thought: Food Proposition, Tangente, Montreal (2014) 7 - 8. 3 Mile Meal with DS4i,
Montreal (2013)
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partners in the United States (Design Studio for Social
Intervention, Boston, http://ds4si.org). The Institute will seek
for its permanent home a site amenable to experiments
in urban farming, building on existing connections to local
initiatives in sustainable food practices. Other community
integration projects involving community partners are
already in seed, relating to neurodiversity and childhood
education enhancement (partnering with the local Montreal
“Philosophy for Children” program).
An ongoing think-tank on alter-economies will be organized
around year-long residencies of established scholars in
this area. The topics of research will focus on modeling
economic sustainability, alternative currencies, new
conceptions of the “commons,” and the theory of value
in the widest sense, including but not limited to monetary
value. These conceptual researches will be presented
to Institute participants and the wider community using
traditional forms for the transfer of knowledge (white papers,
lectures, conferences, and seminars).

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Initiative for activities will move as much as possible from the
bottom up, taking one of three organizational forms:
1. affinity group (self-organizing projects)
2. cluster (adventitious intersections growing between
projects and platforms)
3. special events (mobilizing the Institute’s local and
international network, and when appropriate the
public)

be ensured by the Board of Governors and annual General
Assembly, in conformity with the legal structure of nonprofit
organizations in Canada.
Day-to-day functioning will be facilitated by a team of
co-direcors, each specializing in an area of Institute upkeep
and activity (for example, office administration, outreach,
project and platform development and coordination,
recruitment). Co-directors will work collaboratively but
with maximum autonomy within their area, and within the
parameters set by the Board of Governors and General
Assembly.
Administrative functions will not be distinguished in kind
from pedagogical functions. The co-directors’ activities will
be similar in spirit to the facilitators’, only in the realm of the
everyday. Their tasks will involve the design of participatory
platforms and the launching of propositions for thinking and
acting specifically tailored to fostering and caring for the
ecological relations among the Institutes’ component parts.
An International Advisory Committee will be maintained,
including but not limited to members of the SenseLab’s
international network and partner institutions in Canada
and around the world. Members of the Advisory Committee
will be kept abreast of the Institute’s activities. They will be
encouraged to launch projects and design platforms. Their
expertise will be available to the Board of Governors and codirectors to aid in their work.

NOTE: We are working on an alternative organizational
structure called the 3E Process Seed Bank. Please refer to the 3E
Process Seed Bank page on this website, senselab.ca.

General coordination, oversight, and advising functions will
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FURTHER READING
The concepts arrived at collectively through the activities of
the SenseLab in the first ten years of its existence, leading up
to the Three Ecologies Project, are analyzed in:
Erin Manning and Brian Massumi, “Propositions for Thought
in the Act,” Thought in the Act: Passages in the Ecology of
Experience (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014),
pages 83-152.
The following issues of Inflexions: A Journal for ResearchCreation (inflexions.org) develop ideas about researchcreation and pedagogy in the context of the SenseLab’s
activities:
—No. 1, How is Research-Creation?, edited by Alanna Thain,
Christoph Brunner and Natasha Prévost
—No. 3, Micro-Politics: Exploring Ethico-Aesthetics, edited by
Nasrin Himada, Erin Manning and Leslie Plumb
—No. 8, Radical Pedagogies, edited by Gerko Egert, Ilona
Hongisto, Michael Hornblow, Katve-Kaisa Kontturi, Mayra
Morales, Ronald Rose-Antoinette and Adam Szymanski
The notion of the three ecologies is inspired by the work
of French philosopher, political theorist, and psychiatrist
Félix Guattari: Félix Guattari, The Three Ecologies (London:
Bloomsbury, 2008)
The philosophy of neurodiversity informing the Institute’s
thinking is developed in: Erin Manning, The Minor Gesture
(Durham: Duke Univeristy Press, 2016)
A local news report on the “Three-Mile Meal” project can be
found at: www.montrealgazette.com/life/senselab+goes+di
stance+with+three+mile+meal/8812113/story.html
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